despite the absence of aromatic amino acid residues in In order to study interdimer heme-heme electronic the undecapeptide (2). The origin of induced CD in the interactions in human hemoglobin, the Soret circular case of the undecapeptide was recently explained by dichroism spectrum of the carboxy adduct is measured Blauer et al. (3), who concluded that coupled oscillator as a function of protein concentration, the spectrum interactions with peptide pp* transitions and high-enat the highest concentration representing primarily ergy peptide and thioether sulfur transitions, as well that of a 2 b 2 tetramers (93%) and the lowest concentra-as inherent heme chirality arising from nonplanar distion representing primarily ab dimers (68%). The tet-tortions, are the dominant mechanisms contributing to ramer-dimer difference spectrum, obtained using sinthe Soret CD.
citonic coupling, is an additional mechanism for the induction of Soret CD that could reflect information about changes in quaternary structure in multiheme proteins such as hemoglobin. In particular, the R r T Interest in the origin of induced CD in heme proteins quaternary transition in hemoglobin produces changes has been rekindled by recent results suggesting that in the relative distances and orientations of the hemes mechanisms besides the electronic coupling between during the allosteric transition that could modulate the aromatic residues and the heme chromophore may be Soret CD through an excitonic mechanism. Although important in inducing optical activity in the heme ab-theoretical calculations by Woody (7) suggest that excisorption bands. The generally accepted mechanism for tonic coupling makes an appreciable contribution to the generation of Soret band optical activity, based on the Soret CD of the hemoglobin tetramer, experimental Hsu and Woody's theoretical results for hemoglobin evidence for this effect has heretofore been lacking. The and myoglobin (1) , is a coupled oscillator interaction present study presents Soret spectral evidence for such between the heme transitions and allowed pp* transi-heme-heme coupling in hemoglobin. Specifically, we tions on nearby aromatic residues. However, this inter-find a tetramer-dimer CD difference spectrum that is action cannot be the whole story in heme proteins. For consistent with excitonic coupling across dimers within instance, it is known that the Soret CD of the heme the tetramer and that is comparable in magnitude to undecapeptide of horse heart cytochrome c is similar theoretically predicted values (7) . in magnitude to the Soret CD of other heme proteins
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Human hemoglobin was prepared from freshly drawn blood using the method of Geraci and Li (8) and pelleted in liquid nitrogen for 2 Present address: Department of Physics, Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27109-7507.
later use. Pellets were dissolved in CO saturated, pH 7.3, 0.1 M scanning CD spectrophotometer, using a 0.5-nm bandwidth, a 5-s averaging time, and a wavelength step size of 0.5 nm. The CD spectrum reported for each concentration is the average of 120 wavelength scans. Absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-2101PC spectrophotometer, referenced to air. Each CD spectrum was baseline adjusted by adding an offset such that each spectrum had the same average CD over the spectral range 450-460 nm and the sum of the offsets was zero. Baseline offsets in the raw absorption spectra, mainly caused by light scattering, were determined and subtracted by means of a nonlinear simplex fitting algorithm: the raw absorption spectra were fit to the expression
where the concentrations, C i , the extinctions, e(l), and the offsets, b i , are floating parameters and the z i are the given pathlengths. After convergence to a self-consistent set of parameters, the b i were subtracted from the raw spectra.
The concentration values used to analyze the CD data were then obtained from the baseline adjusted absorption spectra, using the literature molar extinction value of procedure in the present case is the ability to discern the number of low concentrations and thus mainly a reflection of the independent spectrochemical processes sensitive to heme concentratetramer-dimer difference spectra. The CD basis spection (from the number of singular values larger than a threshold trum (Figure 2b) shows a derivative shaped excitonnoise value) and to obtain their spectral shapes (columns of U) and like band centered near the absorption maximum at concentration dependences (columns of V), albeit in a possibly convoluted form. Spectrochemically independent processes are mixed in U 419 nm, with an additional positive feature lying to the and V by the orthonormality constraint and further analysis requires short wavelength side of the Soret band. The concentraadditional physicochemical assumptions. We assumed that the spection dependence of the exciton-like contribution ( Figure   trum at each concentration C i is given by 2e) shows a negative, closely linear correlation with the fraction of dimers. The corresponding absorption basis
spectrum (Figure 3b) shows a feature appearing on the long wavelength side of the absorption peak that is also where D(l) and T(l) are the dimer and tetramer spectra, respectively, suggestive of an exciton band, but its concentration and f i is the mole fraction of tetramers. The tetramer fraction was calculated from heme concentration using dependence (Figure 3e ) is much more scattered than that for the exciton-like feature in the CD. The third
SVD basis spectra are essentially uncorrelated with concentration (Figures 2f and 3f ) and appear to reflect where K d , the tetramer dissociation constant, is taken to be 1.0 mainly shot noise in the CD (Figure 2c ) and instrumenmM (11) . The calculated dimer fraction (1 0 f i ) ranged from 0.68 tal artifacts in the absorption spectra (Figure 3c ). the ten concentration-dependent spectra using Eq. (3) and are shown in Figure 4 . The tetramer-dimer difference is very similar to the exciton-like feature found in RESULTS AND DISCUSSION the SVD analysis (Figure 2b ), as expected. The peakto-trough magnitude of the bisignate feature centered CD and absorption spectra measured in hemoglobin-CO solutions with low and high concentrations, domi-near 419 nm in Figure 4 is 18% of the peak magnitude of the tetramer CD. It is clear that the appearance of nated by ab dimers and a 2 b 2 tetramers, respectively, are shown in Figure 1 . At both concentrations, the this feature in the tetramer is associated with dimerdimer interactions within the tetramer. We propose Soret CD spectrum consists of a single positive peak, narrower in bandshape than the corresponding peak that heme-heme couplings between dimers are the major component of these interactions. Woody (7) has calin the absorption spectrum and slightly shifted in wavelength, and a shallow negative trough at the long culated heme-heme electronic interaction contributions to the Soret CD of hemoglobin and the hemoglobin-O 2 wavelength side of the peak. The spectral differences associated with concentration are small, which may complex using exciton and polarizability theories. The predictions from both methods are qualitatively similar explain why they were overlooked in previous studies (12) (13) (14) , although they are more evident in the CD in sign, bandshape, and magnitude for Hb with and without oxygen ligation, aside from the usual ligandthan in the absorption spectra. The high concentration CD spectrum is red shifted from the low concentration induced blue shift in wavelength, and thus are usefully compared here to the CD of the CO complex. The sign spectrum by less than a nanometer, a shift that is evidently associated with the increased fraction of tetra-of these predictions, positive lobe at longer wavelengths, is in agreement with the effect observed here. mers present at high concentrations.
The effects of concentration on spectra are high-The predicted peak-to-trough magnitudes vary from 60% of the tetramer maximum for HbO 2 to 20% (polarlighted in the SVD analyses of the CD and absorption spectra measured at ten concentrations, shown in Fig-izability) and 10% (exciton) for Hb, the predictions for the latter being more sensitive to the theoretical model ures 2 and 3, respectively. The first basis spectrum, U 1 , obtained from an SVD analysis of CD or absorption used. (The smaller relative magnitude in Hb is partly attributed to the greater average heme-heme distance is just the concentration averaged spectrum of Hb-CO, to a good approximation. Thus Figures 2a and 3a are in Hb compared with HbO 2 .) The predicted magnitudes are in good agreement with our observed magnitude closely similar to Figures 1a and 1b , respectively (after scaling the former by the appropriate element of V 1 , given that total heme-heme interactions were calculated whereas our magnitude is assigned to the tetrasee Eq. 2). The flat V 1 vector in Figure 2d reflects the lack of significant concentration dependence in the mer-dimer interaction difference, which is expected to be smaller than the total. Two of the six heme-heme overall CD intensity. (Figure 3d is flat by construction because the absorption intensities were used to calcu-interactions possible in the tetramer are already present in the dimers, and the crystal structure of Hb suglate concentrations.) The spectral variations of interest appear mostly in the second basis spectra, U 2 , which gests that the heme-heme pairings within dimers may be best oriented for excitonic CD (15) . are roughly the spectral differences between high and
